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Welcome

Sarah Fine, Shape Up SF Coalition Co-Chair

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shape Up SF (Sarah Fine) (5 min)Introduce yourselfMission of Shape Up SF. Founded in 2006. Accomplishments:presenting sponsors of the first Sunday Streets events in 2008; laying the foundation of the citywide HealthyRetailSF program through our Bayview HEAL Zone Food Guardianssetting the stage for the successful passage of the soda tax in 2016 through our technical assistance to policy makers and organizations to implement wellness policies, many awareness and education campaigns we led from Soda Free Summer, Drink Water! Said the Otter, Rethink Your Drink, Choose Healthy Drinks, and Open Truth.We are excited about this meeting today. Our steering committee sets the vision and strategic direction of the Coalition, and one focus this year has been to support capacity building of all stakeholders working to improve healthy eating and active living for our most vulnerable populations in SF. And by all stakeholders, we don’t just mean the community-based organizations and nonprofits  doing the work on the ground. We also mean the funders who make this work possible. We issued a survey to organizations that we knew were working on HEAL and we had conversations with funders to understand some of the successes and challenges, the supports that are needed to effectively do and fund this work, and the potential for enhanced relationship between funders and grantees. On your programs are just a few highlights of the powerful information that was gathered through the survey. Today, we want to bridge that conversation for funders and HEAL programs to best support each other, define success, and make a real impact on chronic disease prevention.So here we are, having the first of what I hope to be many conversations to reimagine how healthy eating and active living is done and funded here in San Francisco. Let’s have a candid conversation, roll up our sleeves and figure out how together, in this room of passionate community driven people who want to make change – on nonprofit side and foundation side  we can “move the needle” on chronic disease prevention. We are at a unique moment in time where there are new funding opportunities. Let’s reimagine how we do the work across CBOs and philanthropy to leverage the opportunities that the soda tax and other funding offers and set an example for the rest of the nation. 2020 will likely see a statewide soda tax, so all eyes are on us in the Bay Area to show that this is an effective strategy to address the health harms that sugary drinks contribute. Let’s reimagine HEAL together to enhance our ability to prevent chronic disease together.



 Be present

 Be respectful

 One mic, one voice

 Step up, step back

 Recognize when you have a knowledge 
gap and be prepared to learn from others 

 Encourage giving and receiving 
feedback

 Be willing to apologize/accept apologies

 Don’t insist that people give you credit 
for your intentions

Community 
Agreements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sarah FineOne of the things we always do for any Shape Up SF meeting, is start with our community agreements. REVIEW. Transition to Sarah Frankfurth, who we’ve been so fortunate to partner with to organize today’s meeting. 



Welcome

Sarah Frankfurth, Northern California Grantmaker’s  
Bay Area Health Funders Group 



TODAY’S GOALS

Shared understanding of HEAL work, and how to 
overcome funding and implementation barriers

Gain understanding of innovative funding models, 
and how to creatively support capacity building for 
nonprofits 

Identify partnership opportunities to ensure 
successful implementation of soda tax, and support 
statewide soda tax advocacy efforts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sarah Frankfurth



NCG’s Non-Solicitation Policy
NCG brings together foundations, nonprofits, government and business to 
tackle pressing issues. We do our best thinking together. To keep it positive 
for everyone, our events are an ask-free zone. This means no fundraising or 
business solicitation at the meeting.

Bring your business cards, tell folks about your work, follow up when you 
get home.

No proposals, no pitches. 

This goes for everyone. 

We approach every interaction as an opportunity to learn. It says so in our 
values!

Keep it curious. Keep it joyful. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sarah Frankfurth



Icebreaker
2 minutes

Find someone you don’t know 
and share: 

“If you had unlimited resources, 
what is one thing you would do to 
improve healthy eating and active 
living in your community?”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sarah Frankfurth wrap up and hand to Jim Illig, a member of both Shape Up SF Coalition and Bay Area Health Funder’s Group, who will introduce Tomas AragonJim: KP interest in HEAL, wanting the orgs who do HEAL work to be strong and successful. Member of both groups we’re bringing together today, saw opportunity in convening this joint meeting to further the work



Tomás J. Aragón 

Health Officer, SF Department of Public Health, Population Health Division

Health and Wellness in SF

Presenter
Presentation Notes
TOMAS��



The life course, 
multi-generation 
roots of health 
and well-being, 
circa 1960s

Tomás and Dolores Aragón 
immigrated from Nicaragua in the 
1950s and settled in San Francisco’s 
Mission district. 

María, Marta, and Tomás, Jr.



The life course, 
multi-generation 

roots of health 
and well-being, 

2004–2016



Healthy Eating 
Active Living 
Reimagined

Panelists:

 Pedro Arista, Hellman Foundation

 Vanessa Bohm, CARECEN

 Christina Engel, Ken Birdwell Foundation

 Rhodora Ursua, Alameda Health Consortium

 Shane Valentine, American Heart Association, moderator

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shane thanks Tomas and invites panelists up.Intro panel & Initial frame: widening gap of health inequities, generational problem; impact on health care costs, most illness can be prevented or delayed; We need a new approach to address the growing health inequities. How do we accelerate movement to see improved outcomes? Today’s panelists will start this conversation on different ways to improve health outcomes for communities most impacted by chronic disease.



DISPARITIES PERSIST
 B/AA make up 6.1% of SF 

population

 Hospitalization rates for 
diabetes among B/AA 
increased between 2005 
and 2014, while rates for 
other ethnicities have 
remained relatively 
constant or declined. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shane�Vanessa/Rhodora: From your perspective and for your specific community, what does it take to move the needle on chronic disease prevention? Where have you seen success?In the survey, we heard a lot about the challenges of sustaining efforts. What is the biggest challenge your organization faces to see improved health outcomes for the communities you serve?Pedro/Christina: Describe your funding philosophy and model. What makes it different from other funding models, and why have you adopted it? What results have you seen?How do you stay the course to fund investments that do not yield immediate results? How do you measure success?All: What new opportunities do you see to expand/strengthen HEAL work because of the new stream of soda tax funding? What’s the role for philanthropy?Q&A (15 min) – folks can ask questions or write them on index cards. 



Small Group Discussions

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sarah Frankfurth 



 Reflection
• What did you notice?
• What stood out from the meeting?What

• Why is that important to you or your work?
• What ideas did this spark?

So 
What

• What action will you take as a result of what you learned today?
• What can you do differently to ensure the success of HEAL work?

Now 
What

Small Group Discussion: Session 1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Color post its for what and now whatPink/purple post it for “WHAT?”Yellow/Green post it for “NOW WHAT?”



Small Group Discussion: Session 2

Funding Models
• How can we leverage the 

SDDT to increase HEAL in SF?
• How is your funding model 

structured? 

HEAL Programs
• What new ideas for funding 

are you interested in 
exploring? 

• How can we leverage the 
SDDT to increase HEAL in SF?

• What programmatic work has 
had the greatest outcomes for 
chronic disease prevention?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Sarah Fine and Shane will lead the HEAL program groups through the questions on the slide.Sarah Frankfurth will lead the Funding Models group.



Now What?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shane facilitatePlease complete an evaluation



Please stay for after the program for a mixer. 

Food provided by The Vegan Hood Chefs and 
sponsored by Kaiser Permanente.

Thank you!
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